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Ventricular enlargement, a common in vivo marker of aging, disease, and insult, is presumed to reflect atrophy of surrounding brain

regions. Pathological mechanisms underlying ventricular enlargement, however, are likely specific to the condition under investigation.

Here, multimodal imaging, incorporating structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), MR spectroscopy (MRS), and diffusion weighted

imaging (DWI), was used in rats exposed to binge ethanol (EtOH) to provide insight into a mechanism of reversible ventricular

enlargement. During intoxication, MRI revealed expansion of ventricles, but volume changes in dorsal or ventral hippocampi, caudate-

putamen, or thalamus were not detectible. MRS of whole-brain parenchyma showed decreases in N-acetylasparate (NAA) and tissue

water T2, and increases in choline-containing compounds (Cho). DWI showed decreased diffusivity selective to the thalamus. All MR

parameters returned to baseline with 7 days of recovery. Rapid recovery of ventricular volume and the absence of detectable tissue

volume reductions in brain regions adjacent to ventricles argue against atrophy as a mechanism of ventricular expansion. Decreased

tissue water T2 and decreased thalamic diffusivity suggest lower tissue water content and a role for both NAA and Cho, as osmolytes is

proposed. Together, these data support a model of fluid redistribution during acute EtOH intoxication and recovery to account for rapid

ventricular volume changes.
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INTRODUCTION

Cerebral ventricular enlargement occurs in numerous
conditions including normal aging (Pfefferbaum et al,
2006), traumatic brain injury (Bigler and Maxwell, 2011),
Alzheimer’s disease (Fox and Schott, 2004), and schizo-
phrenia (Sayo et al, 2012). The frequency and consistency
of this finding may reflect the ease and reliability of
lateral ventricle measurement with ultrasound, computed
tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Although a sensitive and prevalent in vivo marker of
CNS pathology, ventriculomegaly is reversible in certain
conditions (eg, following recovery from alcoholism, anor-
exia nervosa (Enzmann and Lane, 1977), and prolonged
steroid use (Bentson et al, 1978)), thereby challenging the
hypothesis that ventricular enlargement predicts neuronal
loss (Symonds et al, 1999).

In a rodent model of alcoholism, binge ethanol (EtOH)
exposure to blood alcohol levels (BALs) of B250mg/dl
revealed ventricular expansion to B115% of baseline that
was completely reversed with 7 days of recovery (Zahr et al,
2010). Rapid expansion and recovery of ventricular volume
suggests lack of permanent tissue damage. Instead, the
etiology of this ventricular enlargement likely reflects
biological and physiological processes unique to high
EtOH treatment but that can be deciphered using multi-
modal MRI.
The power of MRI rests in its ability to garner in vivo

quantitative measures that permit longitudinal tracking of
disease progression, intervention, and recovery. Conven-
tional MRI reveals anatomical features of the brain and is
typically used to quantify brain tissue volume and shape.
Beyond structural MRI, additional MR modalities provide
unique metrics that enable the study of distinct biochemical
and physiological phenomena. Biochemical evaluation
of tissue is accomplished with MR spectroscopy (MRS).
Levels of the predominant MRS signal from N-acetylaspar-
tate (NAA) are irreversibly reduced in diseases in which
neuronal loss incontrovertibly occurs (eg, epilepsy
or ischemia) (Bengzon et al, 2002; Jackson et al, 2011),
but are only transiently reduced in conditions where
recovery is possible (eg, following detoxification from
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chronic alcoholism) (Bendszus et al, 2001). The MRS signal
composed of choline-containing compounds (Cho) is elevated
in multiple sclerosis (Butzkueven et al, 2008) and often
interpreted as representing neuroinflammation (De Stefano
et al, 2005) or demyelination (Mader et al, 2008). Diffusion
weighted imaging (DWI) assesses water diffusion in brain
tissue, revealing alignment of cellular structures and quality of
tissue microstructure, including the condition of myelin.
Using multimodal imaging (MRI, MRS, and DWI),

we sought to determine mechanisms underlying acute
reversible ventricular enlargement caused by binge EtOH
exposure. Accordingly, rats underwent MR examination
before, during, and after recovery from binge EtOH
exposure (Majchrowicz, 1975). We expected ventriculome-
galy, as revealed by MRI to be accompanied by decreases in
NAA and increases in Cho in brain parenchyma measured
with MRS. We also predicted that diffusivity in tissue
adjacent to ventricular margins would be transiently altered.
We tested the hypothesis that reversible ventricular
expansion observed with MRI in response to binge EtOH
treatment is compensatory for changes in tissue water
content, quantifiable with MRS and DWI.

METHODS

Animals

The study group initially included 22 male, wild-type Wistar
rats (Charles River Laboratories), singly housed with free
access to food and water with lights on for 12 h starting at
08:00 hours. At baseline (ie, the first scan), rats weighed
334.83±3.7 g. The Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committees at SRI International and Stanford University
approved all procedures.

Treatment

After baseline scanning, 11 rats were assigned to the EtOH
group and received an initial ‘loading’ dose of 5 g/kg 20%
EtOH w/v via oral gavage, then a maximum of 3 g/kg every
8 h for 4 days. On each of the 4 days, animals were weighed
and tail vein blood samples were collected within 4 h of the
first dose (ie, 11:00 hours) to determine BALs in plasma
assayed for alcohol content based on direct reaction with
the enzyme alcohol oxidase (Analox Instruments, UK).
EtOH was administered according to body weight, BALs,

and behavioral evidence for intoxication. Daily doses
averaged 7.21±.32 g/kg/animal (cumulative dose across 4
days¼ 28.85±1.26 g/kg/animal) at a daily volume averaging
8.87±.46ml/animal. Control (Dex) animals received vo-
lumes of 5% dextrose equivalent to 3 g/kg EtOH (daily
volume averaging 11.86±.43ml/animal) at comparable
times to the experimental animals, ie, at about 07:00,
15:00, and 23:00 hours. Because the EtOH dose was titrated
based on BALs and behavioral intoxication states, while
dextrose was given at a constant volume based on 3 g/kg
EtOH per day, the Dex group received a greater intragastric
fluid load than the EtOH group (t(19)¼ 4.75, P¼ 0.0001).

MR Scanning Procedures and Data Analysis

Schedule. Animals were scanned at baseline, after 4 days
of treatment (binge scan; within 7.5 h of the last dose), and

after 7 days of recovery. One EtOH rat received a baseline
scan but died during EtOH treatment; two EtOH rats
received baseline and binge scans, but died before the
recovery scans. One Dex rat did not receive a baseline scan;
another Dex rat had values for MR variables that were more
than eight SD values from the mean, suggesting scanner
failure. The remaining eight EtOH and nine Dex rats had
three complete scans, and ten EtOH and ten Dex rats had at
least two scans.

Anesthesia and Monitoring. Animals were held in a
MR-invisible structure providing support for a radio-
frequency (RF) coil and a nose cone for delivery of
isoflurane anesthesia (1.5–3.5%) and oxygen (1.5 l/min)
(Adalsteinsson et al, 2004). For each rat, blood oxygen
saturation, pulse rate, rectal temperature, and respiration
were monitored throughout the B2 h MR experiment.

MRI Acquisition. The experiments were conducted on a
clinical 3T GE Signa MR scanner equipped with a high-
strength insert gradient coil (peak strength¼ 600mT/m,
peak slew rate¼ 3200 T/m per s, Chronik et al, 2000;
Pfefferbaum et al, 2004). The gradient system operates
at maximum amplitude of 500mT/m with a slew rate of
1800mT/m per ms. A custom-made rat brain quadrature
head coil (Ø¼ 44mm) was used for both RF excitation and
signal reception. A gradient-recalled echo localizer scan was
used to position the animals in the scanner and for
graphical prescription of the subsequent scans. High-
resolution, dual-echo, fast spin-echo (FSE) images were
acquired in the rat axial plane, coronal to the magnet
system bore (TE1/TE2/TR¼ 12/60/5000ms, field of view
(FOV)¼ 64� 48mm2, 256� 192 matrix, echo train
length¼ 8, 26 slices, 0.7mm thick, 0mm separation, in-
plane resolution¼ 0.25� 25mm2, two separate acquisitions
each with two NEX). For details regarding MR Image Post-
processing, please see supplementary material.

MRS Acquisition. FSE images were used to prescribe a
voxel (9� 7� 9mm3¼ 567mm3) fitting within but includ-
ing as much of the brain as possible while excluding the
olfactory bulbs and cerebellum. Single-voxel spectroscopic
data were acquired with point-resolved spectroscopy
(TE/TR¼ 133/2283ms, NEX¼ 128) (Bottomley, 1984) pre-
ceded by a three-pulse chemical shift selective sequence
for water suppression. Additionally, data without water
suppression from the same voxel were acquired at multiple
TEs (TE ranging from 36.6 to 241.4ms, 12.8ms increment,
TR¼ 2 s) to measure tissue water content for normalization
of metabolite signal intensities to the amount of tissue water
in the voxel (for details, see Zahr et al, 2009). The three
singlet resonances (NAA, total creatine (tCr), and Cho) were
fit simultaneously, and the EtOH and Glx (combined
resonances of glutamate and glutamine) resonance fit inde-
pendently, with a Gaussian function within a ±7.95Hz
window using a downhill simplex method (IDL AMOEBA).
The integrated area under the fitted Gaussian was used for
quantification. The quality of the spectra allowed evaluation
of signals of the major proton metabolites: NAA
(2.01 p.p.m.), tCr (3.03 p.p.m.), Cho (3.20 p.p.m.), Glx
(3.78 p.p.m.), and EtOH (1.18 p.p.m.) (Figure 1).
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DWI Acquisition. The DWI pulse sequence used a
FOV¼ 32� 32mm2 and TE/TR¼ 32/2000ms. Multi-slice
data were acquired in rat coronal (scanner axial) orientation
at an in-plane resolution of 0.5mm with and without
diffusion weighting. The slice prescription was the same as
for FSE imaging. Diffusion weighting was performed in six
noncollinear directions (þ xþ y, þ yþ z, þ xþ z, � xþ y,
� xþ z, þ x–z) with a b-value of 1700 s/mm2; the same six
directions with opposite polarity were acquired to compen-
sate for the cross-terms caused by both imaging and crusher
gradients (Neeman et al, 1991). Frequency-selective lipid
suppression and outer-volume suppression modules pre-
ceded the imaging sequence. Saturation bands were placed
at the superior and inferior edge of the FOV; six averages
per acquisition were collected with the positive and negative
polarity gradient scheme and repeated 12 times for a total
DWI acquisition time of 45min.

DWI Analysis. DWI quantification was preceded by per-
animal motion correction based on rigid registration of the
first b¼ 0 image to each of the subsequent b¼ 0 images.
From the motion-corrected images, diffusion tensors were
then reconstructed using the Camino software toolkit (Cook
et al, 2006). From the diffusion tensors, the scalar diffusion
measures fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity (MD),
longitudinal diffusivity (l1), and transverse diffusivity
(lT) were then extracted, also using Camino. MD was the
primary metric for assessment of tissue water content.

Behavioral and Liver Analysis

Please see Supplementary material.

Statistical Analysis

Group differences were tested with two-group (Dex vs
EtOH)-by-three time-point (baseline, post-gavage, and re-
covery) repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA);
where appropriate, Greenhouse-Geiser (GG) correction was
applied. Only group effects and group-by-session interac-
tions were of interest to this analysis. Follow-up between-
group and within-group differences were determined
by two-tailed t-tests. Because of the small sample size,
within-group comparisons were also evaluated using Spear-
man’s r (rank order correlation). Simple regressions
evaluated correlations.

RESULTS

Binge EtOH Affects Weight

Figure 1a presents weights per group at each scan, during
each day of treatment, and at study termination. Group
differences in body weight were evident from day 3 of
treatment (t(21)¼ 4.02, P¼ 0.0007) and persisted through
the remainder of the study. At the binge scan, the EtOH
group weighed 21.5% less than the Dex group. Although the
EtOH group gained weight between the binge and recovery
scans (t(7)¼ 3.33, P¼ 0.01; Z¼ 15, Pp0.04), a weight
difference endured, such that the EtOH group weighed
16.4% less than the Dex group at the recovery scan and 15%
less at study termination.
Figure 1b presents BALs on each day of treatment and at

the binge scan. Across the 4 days of treatment, the EtOH
animals averaged BALs of 291.72±7.6mg/dl; BALs
from blood samples collected immediately after the binge

Figure 1 (a) Weights of EtOH (red circles) and Dex (gray squares) animals across the course of the experiment. (b) BALs on each day of treatment and
immediately following the binge MR scan. (c) Correlation between BALs and time of last EtOH dose. (d) Correlation between BALs and in vivo brain EtOH
measures by MRS. For weights *Pp0.005, for *BALs Pp0.0001. BALs, blood alcohol levels; Dex, dextrose; EtOH, ethanol; MR, magnetic resonance; MRS,
MR spectroscopy. Note: ‘binge scan’ weight and BAL measurements took place within 9.5 h of the last EtOH dose (ie, at end of scan on day 5), while weight
and BAL measurements during treatment were collected at 11:00 (ie, 11:00 of day 4). The color reproduction of this figure is available on the
Neuropsychopharmacology online.
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scan, within 7.5 h of the last dose of EtOH averaged
465.84±20.63mg/dl and showed a trend towards correlat-
ing with time as the last EtOH dose given (Figure 1c,
r(10)¼ 0.58, P¼ 0.08). MRS-derived EtOH levels were
highly correlated with BALs collected immediately after
the binge scan (Figure 1d, r(10)¼ .95, P¼ 0.0001).
For details regarding alcohol effects on behavior and liver,

please see Supplementary material.

Binge EtOH Reversibly Increases Ventricular Volume

A two-group, repeated-measures ANOVA yielded a
group-by-time interaction (F(2,30)¼ 33.42, P¼ 0.0001,
GG¼ 0.0001), indicating that EtOH exposure modified
ventricular volume (Figure 2). At the binge scan, ventricular
volume in the EtOH group had increased from baseline
(t(9)¼ 7.26, P¼ 0.0001) and was greater than in the Dex
group (t(18)¼ 5.53, P¼ 0.0001). At recovery, ventricular
volume no longer differentiated the groups: the EtOH group
evidenced a significant ventricular volume decrease between
the binge and recovery scans (t(7)¼ 6.00, P¼ 0.0005),
achieving full recovery.

Binge EtOH Doesnot Produce Detectable Volume
Changes Of Selective Brain Regions

Volumes of the dorsal and ventral hippocampi, caudate-
putamen, and thalamus were measured for potential
increases or decreases in response to binge EtOH treatment.
Two-group, repeated-measures ANOVAs failed to reveal
significant effects of binge EtOH treatment on volumes of
the dorsal hippocampus (F(2,30)¼ 0.2774, P¼ 0.7597),
ventral hippocampus (F(2,30)¼ 0.6251, P¼ 0.5420), cau-
date-putamen (F(2,30)¼ 3.2866, P¼ 0.0512), or thalamus
(F(2,30)¼ 2.132, P¼ 0.1362) (Supplementary Figure S2).

Binge EtOH Reversibly Modifies Select Proton
Metabolite Levels

A two-group, repeated-measures (three scan sessions, four
metabolite, ie, NAA, tCr, Cho, and Glx) ANOVA revealed a
group-by-metabolite-by-time interaction (F(6,96)¼ 11.01,
P¼ 0.0001, GG¼ 0.0001) indicating a significant EtOH
effect on metabolite levels. Follow-up two-group-by-3
scan session ANOVAs for each metabolite separately
demonstrated significant group-by-time interactions for
NAA (F(2,32)¼ 12.50, P¼ 0.0001, GG¼ 0.0001) and Cho
(F(2,32)¼ 4.42, P¼ 0.0202, GG¼ 0.0263) (Figure 3). Four
days of binge EtOH treatment resulted in lower NAA
(t(19)¼ 6.23, P¼ 0.0001) and higher Cho (t(19)¼ 2.80,
P¼ 0.0114) in the EtOH than the Dex group (Figure 3).
Within the EtOH group, changes between baseline and
binge scans were significant for NAA (decreased;
t(9)¼ 4.60, P¼ 0.0013; r(10)¼ .68, P¼ 0.03) and Cho
(increased; t(9)¼ 2.65, P¼ 0.01; r(10)¼ 0.07, P¼ 0.85). A
family-wise Bonferroni correction for four metabolites and
three time points with a¼ .05 would require a directional
hypothesis as significant with Pp0.0008, and a nondirec-
tional test of significance at Pp0.004; thus, even with a two-
tailed Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, the
decrease in NAA was significant between the groups.
After 7 days of recovery, metabolite levels no longer

distinguished the groups. Within the EtOH group, the
changes between the binge and recovery scan indicated a
significant increase in NAA (t(7)¼ 2.69, P¼ 0.0309; r(8)¼
0.38, P¼ 0.35) and decrease in Cho (t(7)¼ 2.81, P¼ 0.0263;
r(8)¼ 0.45, P¼ 0.2604) such that levels of these metabolites
at recovery were not different from Dex animals.
Quantification of MRS-derived EtOH (F(2,32)¼ 140.94,

P¼ 0.0001) showed high levels in the EtOH group at the
binge relative to baseline (t(9)¼ 11.86, P¼ 0.0001; r(10)¼
0.22, P¼ 0.53) and recovery (t(7)¼ 10.38, P¼ 0.0001;
r(8)¼ 0.90, P¼ 0.002) scans. MRS-derived tissue water T2
also showed group differences across time (F(2,32)¼ 3.93,
P¼ 0.0299): at the binge (t(19)¼ 5.17, P¼ 0.0001) but not
baseline or recovery scans, EtOH compared with Dex animals
had significantly lower tissue water T2. The EtOH group
showed a significant decrease in tissue water T2 between
baseline and binge scans (t(9)¼ 5.32, P¼ 0.0005) and a
significant increase between binge and recovery scans
(t(7)¼ 5.52, P¼ 0.0009).

Binge EtOH Reversibly Modifies Gray Matter Diffusivity
in the Thalamus

Gray matter structures evaluated with DWI metrics
included the cortex, dorsal and ventral hippocampi,

Figure 2 (a) FSE and (b) DWI images from an exemplary EtOH animal
at each of the three scans demonstrating ventricular enlargement at the
binge scan. (c) Quantification of ventricular volume in EtOH (red) and Dex
(gray) animals based on DWI images at each of the three times points.
Dex, dextrose; DWI, diffusion weighted images; EtOH, ethanol; FSE, fast
spin-echo images; *Pp0.05. The color reproduction of this figure is
available on the Neuropsychopharmacology online.
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caudate-putamen, and thalamus. For MD, a two-group,
repeated-measures ANOVA showed a group-by-time inter-
action for the thalamus (F(2,30)¼ 5.76, P¼ 0.0077,
GG¼ 0.0131) (Figure 4). In the EtOH group at the binge
scan, MD in the thalamus decreased compared with the
baseline scan (t(9)¼ 9.9, P¼ 0.0001) and was lower than
in the Dex group (t(18)¼ 5.87, P¼ 0.0001). MD levels in the
thalamus at the recovery scan, however, had increased to
baseline levels in the EtOH group (t(7)¼ 3.7, P¼ 0.0077) and
were no longer different from the Dex group (t(18)¼ 0.036,
P¼ 0.9714). By contrast, ANOVAs for MD did not reveal
group-by-time interactions for cortex (F(2,30)¼ 0.0217, P¼
0.9785), dorsal hippocampus (F(2,30)¼ 1.8408, P¼ 0.1762),
ventral hippocampus (F(2,30)¼ 1.9950, P¼ 0.1537), or cau-
date-putamen (F(2,30)¼ 0.3891, P¼ 0.6810).

Relations Between MR Imaging Variables During Binge
EtOH Exposure

To test our hypothesis that ventricular enlargement in
response to binge EtOH exposure is related to movement of
water out of tissue, we evaluated relations between the MR
modality variables and included all 20 animals scanned at
the binge time point. Correlations between ventricular
volume and the volumes of the dorsal (r¼ 0.25, P¼ 0.30)
and ventral hippocampi (r¼ 0.20, P¼ 0.41), caudate-puta-
men (r¼ 0.16, P¼ 0.49), and thalamus (r¼ � 0.14, P¼ 0.56)
were not forthcoming. There was, however, a negative
correlation between MRS-derived tissue water T2 and
ventricular volume (r¼ � 0.6799, P¼ 0.0010, Figure 5a) and
a similar negative correlation between thalamic diffusivity and

ventricular volume (r¼ � 0.5406, P¼ 0.0139, Figure 5b),
suggesting that as tissue water decreases, ventricular volume
expands. These relations were not evident at the baseline scan
(ventricular volume with tissue water T2: r¼ 0.5140,
P¼ 0.0243, in the unexpected direction; with thalamus MD:
r¼ 0.2466, P¼ 0.3089) nor at the recovery scan (ventricular
volume with tissue water T2: r¼ � 0.0544, P¼ 0.8304; with
thalamus MD: r¼ 0.1212, P¼ 0.6318).
At the binge scan, lower NAA correlated with lower tissue

water T2 (r¼ 0.7391, P¼ 0.0001, Figure 5c) and lower
thalamic diffusivity (r¼ 0.6436, P¼ 0.0022, Figure 5d).
By contrast, lower NAA was associated with larger
ventricular volume (r¼ � 0.5507, P¼ 0.0119, Figure 5e).
At the binge scan, Cho levels also correlated with tissue
water T2 (r¼ � 0.5236, P¼ 0.0149, Figure 5f) and diffusiv-
ity in the thalamus (r¼ � 0.4697, P¼ 0.0367, Figure 5g), but
these were negative correlations, such that higher Cho was
associated with lower tissue water T2 and lower thalamic
diffusivity with a trend for higher Cho correlating with
larger ventricular volume (r¼ 0.4086, P¼ 0.0736,
Figure 5h). None of the correlations based on NAA or
Cho were forthcoming at the baseline or recovery scans.

DISCUSSION

This longitudinal experiment provides in vivo, multimodal
MR evidence for a mechanism of reversible ventricular
enlargement. Using our established binge EtOH model to
produce ventricular expansion, MRI, at this resolution,
found no detectable volume changes in dorsal and ventral

Figure 3 (a) MRS voxel placement in rat axial, sagittal, and coronal planes. (b) Averaged spectra from eight EtOH (red) and ten Dex (gray) animals.
(c) Means±SEM of the four metabolites, EtOH, and tissue water T2 in EtOH (red) and Dex (gray) animals at baseline, binge, and recovery scans. Cho,
choline-containing compounds; Dex, dextrose; EtOH, ethanol; Glx, combined resonances of glutamate and glutamine; MRS, magnetic resonance
spectroscopy; NAA, N-acetylasparate; tCr, total Creatine; *Pp0.05. The color reproduction of this figure is available on the Neuropsychopharmacology online.
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hippocampi, caudate-putamen, or thalamus. MRS of brain
tissue revealed increases in Cho and decreases in NAA
(Zahr et al, 2010) and tissue water T2. At the same time,
DWI in the presence of high BALs showed decreased
diffusivity (ie, MD) selective to the thalamus, as recently
reported in healthy human volunteers acutely challenged
with EtOH (Kong et al, 2012). The levels of all MR
parameters returned to baseline with 7 days of recovery.
Together, these longitudinal data support a model
of fluid movement during acute binge EtOH intoxication
and recovery. Shifts of fluid between various brain
compartments might explain reversibility of ventricular
enlargement observed in humans following recovery
from alcohol abuse (Zipursky et al, 1989), anorexia nervosa
(Enzmann et al, 1977), and prolonged steroid use (Bentson
et al, 1978).
Binge EtOH treatment resulted in average BALs of 292mg/

dl and ventricular expansion to 122% of baseline. This pattern
of changes is in close agreement with our previous results in
which average BALs of 258mg/dl were associated with
ventricular volume increases to 115% of baseline (Zahr
et al, 2010). In both studies, ventricular size returned to
baseline with 7 days of recovery. Enlargement of the lateral
ventricles, observed in normal aging (Pfefferbaum et al, 1994;
Walhovd et al, 2011), and many pathologies including
traumatic brain injury (Bigler and Maxwell, 2011), Alzhei-
mer’s disease (Fox and Schott, 2004), and schizophrenia (Sayo
et al, 2012), is often interpreted as a marker of atrophy (ie, cell
loss) of the surrounding brain regions. In the current study,
however, measurement of selective brain regions (ie, dorsal
and ventral hippocampi, caudate-putamen, thalamus) did not
detect volume changes that could explain ventricular expan-
sion. Furthermore, ventriculomegaly due to atrophy would be
difficult to reconcile with rapid recovery of ventricular volume
within 1 week.

Mechanisms of ventricular contraction and expansion are
poorly understood but are influenced by cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), vascular, and brain tissue properties (Johanson et al,
2008). There is evidence for EtOH effects on CSF (Nixon,
2008) and vasculature (Altura and Altura, 1984), but we
propose compensatory (ie, for shifts of fluid between
various brain compartments within a closed space)
ventriculomegaly is due to changes in brain tissue proper-
ties. Specifically, we posit that EtOH causes widespread
intracellular water extravasation leading to shrinkage of
brain cells and their process. EtOH influences a variety of
CNS metabolic processes, but appears to initially affect
water movement (Klemm, 1998) by acutely effecting a
hyperosmotic environment (Champion et al, 1975). In
situations characterized by hyperosmolarity, responses
include loss of intracellular water (Pollock and Arieff,
1980) and brain cell shrinkage (Cserr et al, 1987). Excess
extracellular fluid is presumed to be quickly drained into
the ventricular system to be absorbed by venous sinuses,
but excretion of fluid into vasculature of the brain
parenchyma has also been proposed (Bloch et al, 2006).
Shrinkage of brain cells and their processes (Obernier et al,
2002) might occur in the absence of gross tissue volume loss
(Miguel-Hidalgo et al, 2002). Alternatively, tissue volume
loss in this study sample may have been too small or
too widely distributed to detect in any single region. Thus,
another interpretation for the current findings is that
regional volume does not change because as neurons lose
water and shrink, astrocytes swell (due to the abundant
presence on astrocytes of aquaporins involved in cell
volume regulation (Yool, 2007)).
Both tissue water T2 and diffusivity are influenced by

water mobility (Lei et al, 2003). Tissue water T2 reflects
changes in the ratio of bound to unbound water and altered
tissue water content (Del Bigio et al, 2011). MD, a measure

Figure 4 Quantification of MD in (a) thalamus and (b) cortex of EtOH (red) and Dex (gray) animals; figure includes outlines of regions of interest used for
quantification of MD on both FSE and DWI images. Dex, dextrose; DWI, diffusion weighted images; EtOH, ethanol; FSE, fast spin-echo images; MD, mean
diffusivity. *Pp0.05.
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of tissue water diffusivity, is influenced by interactions
between water molecules and their surrounding chemical
and structural environment (Le Bihan et al, 1986). Together,
the correlations between decreased tissue water T2
(ie, Figure 5a) and decreased diffusivity in the thalamus
(ie, Figure 5b) with increased ventricular size support the
hypothesis that the ventricles enlarge to compensate for
water movement out of tissue in the presence of high BALs.
Diffusivity changes unique to thalamus might be explained
by the selective vulnerability of the thalamus to nutritional
effects of EtOH as observed in Wernicke-Korsakoff
syndrome (Zahr et al, 2011).
As previously observed (Zahr et al, 2010), binge EtOH

treatment results in transient but significant NAA de-
creases and Cho increases. The functions of both NAA and
Cho remain largely speculative, but our earlier work (ie,

Zahr et al, 2010) highlighted a number of potential
interpretations for changes in the levels of these two
MRS-detectable metabolites in the context of ventricular
enlargement. For example, binge EtOH intoxication could
compromise the brain’s normal energy utilization. A direct
link between energy metabolism and NAA synthesis in
mitochondria (Bates et al, 1996) suggests that NAA
reductions may be due to energy depletion-induced
impairments in mitochondrial NAA synthesis (Moffett
et al, 2007). A role for increased Cho as a marker of
depressed brain energy utilization is also plausible (Katsura
et al, 1993; Trovarelli et al, 1982).
Here, given our additional findings, we propose that both

NAA and Cho have a role in osmoregulation. Like its effects
on the well-established osmolyte taurine, EtOH increases
extracellular NAA levels (Baslow et al, 2000), where NAA

Figure 5 Graphs presenting correlations between various MR variables at the binge time point. Cho, choline-containing compounds; MD, mean diffusivity;
MR, magnetic resonance; NAA, N-acetylasparate. The color reproduction of this figure is available on the Neuropsychopharmacology online.
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is rapidly hydrolyzed (Baslow et al, 1999). The positive
correlation between NAA and both tissue water T2
(Figure 5c), and thalamic diffusivity (Figure 5d) suggests
corresponding movement of water and NAA. In compensa-
tion for the movement of water and NAA out of
neurons, ventricular volume increases (supported by the
negative relationship between NAA and ventricular volume,
Figure 5e).
The Cho resonance contains contributions from phos-

phocholine and glycerophosphorylcholine; available evi-
dence suggests that glycerophosphorylcholine, which
comprises at least half of the MR-visible peak (Miller
et al, 1996), is a cerebral osmolyte (Lien et al, 1990; Videen
et al, 1995). Chronic renal failure, for example, associated
with a prolonged hyerposmotic state, demonstrates a
positive correlation between MRS-derived Cho and serum
osmotic pressure (Sasaki et al, 2006). The relations
we observed between decreased tissue water T2 (Figure 5f)
and thalamic diffusivity (Figure 5g), and increased Cho
comport with a role for Cho in compensating for changes in
water distribution.
In conclusion, the current study used multiple MR

modalities to identify a mechanism of ventricular enlarge-
ment. All MR data presented, including decreased tissue
water T2, thalamic diffusivity, NAA, and increased Cho,
along with relations among these variables and their
reversibility with recovery, can be reconciled with a process
in which transient, high BALs cause redistribution of water
in the brain and compensatory ventriculomegaly. We
acknowledge that the average BALs of B292mg/dl achieved
in this animal model are more common among experienced
than inexperienced users of alcohol (Lahti and Vuori, 2002).
We nevertheless believe it is important to understand what
might explain the profound and reversible ventricular
enlargement we observed following a single cycle of binge
EtOH treatment and recovery before studying a more
complex model including repeated binge EtOH exposure
cycles. Over time, repeated EtOH loading may prevent
physiological compensations and recovery leading to
ventriculomegaly that does reflect lasting pathology. Indeed,
repeated changes in water balance may contribute to the
demylination (Moffett et al, 2007) observed in chronic
alcoholism (Alling and Bostrom, 1980). Such hypotheses
can be tested using diffusion tensor imaging to determine
the effects of repeated binge EtOH treatment on white
matter. We would like to emphasize that this mechanism is
in response to acute binge EtOH intoxication and not meant
to explain ventricular enlargement in other conditions in
which it is observed. The presentation herein of an
alternative mechanism, however, cautions against inferring
atrophic processes in ventricular expansion, especially in
the absence of concurrent measurement of regional tissue
volumes.
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